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Abstract—We report studies of amplification arising from the
dynamics of electron plasmawaves in a high electronmobility tran-
sistor (HEMT) channel with injection from the gate exhibiting neg-
ative differential conductance (NDC). The gate NDC can be real-
ized in a resonant tunnel diode (RTD) gate structure integrated
in the HEMT. Though the electron plasma wave by itself cannot
enable amplification, when coupled with gate NDC, they together
form a gain medium at terahertz (THz) frequencies due to the
higher plasma wave group velocity than the electron drift velocity.
The analysis is developed using a distributed circuit model based
on the Dyakonov–Shur hydrodynamic theory. Numerical and an-
alytical results suggest that these devices can realize power ampli-
fication with a gain exceeding 5 dB while simultaneously providing
conditional stability at THz frequencies.

Index Terms—Amplification, gain, high electron mobility tran-
sistor (HEMT), negative differential conductance (NDC), plasma,
resonant tunnel diode (RTD), terahertz (THz).

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE past decades have seen increasingly rapid advances
in the field of terahertz (THz) research [1]. However, in

spite of these efforts, obtaining power amplification at THz fre-
quencies has remained a significant challenge. In this work, we
theoretically explore, based on Dyakonov and Shur’s theory [2],
[3], the possibility of THz power amplification via excitation of
collective electron motion (plasma waves) in high electron mo-
bility transistors (HEMTs) in conjunction with current injection
from a gate electrode exhibiting negative differential conduc-
tance (NDC). Dyakonov and Shur’s theory is based on the as-
sumption that electrons confined in the HEMT channel behave
as a two-dimensional electron fluid (2DEF) and thus can be de-
scribed by a hydrodynamic model, which allows excitation of
plasma waves in the channel. For a typical 2D electron con-
centration in a micro/nanoscale HEMT, the plasma wave char-
acteristic frequency falls in the THz band. Since the group ve-
locity of plasma waves, generally 1 10 cm/s, is larger
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than the electron drift velocity, on the order of 2 10 cm/s,
plasma wave based media is attractive for THz electronics (e.g.,
a transit time across 100 nm is 0.1 ps assuming an electron ve-
locity of 1 10 cm/s). Several studies have shown that this
phenomenonmay lead to efficient detection, generation, and fre-
quency multiplication of THz radiation; experimental demon-
strations of detectors using Si- [4], GaAs- [5], and GaN-based
[6] transistors, and THz emission from InGaAs–AlInAs [7] and
AlGaN–GaNHEMTs [8] has been reported. In this context, pre-
vious theoretical and experimental studies have demonstrated
that gate leakage current is a key parasitic that reduces the re-
sponsivity when these devices are used as detectors [9], [10].
The root cause of this degradation in device performance is in-
creased damping of the plasma waves due to the (positive) gate
conductance. During the preparation of this manuscript, we dis-
covered Ryzhii et al. had earlier proposed that, in HEMTs with
gates exhibiting NDC, the detector responsivity could be en-
hanced [11] and THz emission could be possible [12]. Indeed,
the NDC can counteract the plasma damping thus enhancing de-
tector response, which has also been shown in our recent work
[13]. In this work we show that significant stable power gain
at THz frequencies can be achieved via plasma-wave excitation
in HEMTs with NDC gates, which can in practice be realized
using resonant tunnel diode (RTD) structures integrated into the
gate stack. Such devices may be considered to be RTD-gated
plasma-wave HEMTs.
Another added advantage of the proposed device is that op-

tical phonon emission and absorption do not play a role in the
operation of the RTD-gated plasmawaveHEMT discussed here,
while these phenomena can limit electron drift velocity under
high electric field in conventional HEMTs [14]. This distinc-
tion arises because in the RTD-gated plasma wave HEMT de-
scribed here the energy difference between source and drain
during operation is on the order of a few meV, much smaller
than the optical phonon energy [13]. In addition, because the op-
tical phonon energy is much greater than the photon energy in
the THz, phonon generation by absorption from the THz signal
frequencies is also insignificant [11].

II. MODELING

To describe a metal-gate/insulator/2DEF structure at high
frequencies, a transmission line model was explicitly employed
by Burke et al. in 2000 [15]. This model was later adopted
by Khmyrova et al. to analyze electron-plasma-wave-based
HEMTs as THz detectors [16]. In this paper, to facilitate the
power amplifier design, a distributed circuit model has been
built on this prior work to represent the contribution of 2DEF
and NDC to the device operation in an RTD-gated plasma-wave
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HEMT. As shown in Fig. 1(a), this distributed circuit model
is analogous to that of a transmission line with the following
parameters:

(1)

where represents the distributed channel resistance, is the ki-
netic inductance (accounting for the inertia of electrons in the
2DEF), and and represent the distributed gate capacitance
and conductance, respectively. Other parameters presented in
(1) are: and , the electron charge and effective mass; ,
the electron mobility in the channel; , the transistor width;
, the 2DEF sheet charge density; , the gate capacitance per

unit area; and , the gate conductance per unit area. When
compared with the conventional lumped-element equivalent cir-
cuit of a HEMT shown in Fig. 1(c), one can see that the fun-
damental departures from conventional HEMT models in the
RTD-gated plasma wave HEMT model are: 1) to replace the
voltage-controlled current source (reduced to a variable resistor
in the HEMT’s linear – region) with a distributed channel
resistance and kinetic inductance and 2) to replace the positive
gate conductance (leakage) with a negative gate conductance
(injection). In (1), the quantities , , and —all of which
are normalized to the gate area—are dependent on the HEMT
bias conditions, which can be calculated using the conventional
HEMT and RTD theory.
In the small-signal regime, in which the ac THz signals do

not significantly alter the transistor dc operation point, one can
define a transmission line propagation constant and character-
istic impedance as

(2)

where is the THz angular frequency.

III. DISCUSSION

For the common-gate HEMT configuration depicted in
Fig. 1(b), and together represent the signal source pro-
viding the THz input excitation to the device (between source
and gate), and represents the impedance of a load (between
drain and gate). The device is biased such that a dc voltage
is applied between gate and source, while the drain is left
open-circuited at dc. Under these conditions, a small dc voltage
is induced between source and drain due to operation of the
device as a detector [3]. In order to simplify the analysis, this
self-bias is assumed to have a negligible effect on the carrier
concentration, mobility, and time-averaged electron velocity
that are established by the (large-signal) dc operating condi-
tions. Of particular interest is the situation where the gate of
the HEMT exhibits NDC under the applied bias conditions, as
could be realized by co-integrating an RTD into the gate stack
[17]. In order to illustrate the origin of gain in these devices, two
cases are analyzed: 1) real source/load impedances are assumed
since analytical forms can be derived under this assumption
and 2) complex source/load impedances are considered and
optimized for stable power gain using numerical procedures.
For the first case, we consider a scenario where both the

source and load impedances are real and equal, .

Fig. 1. (a) Distributed circuit model for an RTD-gated plasma wave HEMT,
featuring an active transmission line for the channel and the gate NDC being
denoted in red. (b) Equivalent circuit for analysis of the device as an ampli-
fier: and together represent the input signal source, represents the
impedance of the load. (c) The conventional lumped-element equivalent circuit
of an HEMT, shown for comparison.

Without considering stability, the transducer power gain
[18] for this configuration is given by

(3)

where is the HEMT channel transmission line length (for sim-
plicity of the analysis, we treat HEMTs with self-aligned gates
so that the gate overlaps the entire length of the channel be-
tween source and drain). For the case that and

, where the quantity
under the square root is considered to be positive, (3) reduces to

(4)

where the complex quantity is defined as the ratio of the
plasma-wave-transmission-line impedance over the source
impedance: . This situation corresponds to a
case where the damping of the plasma waves is completely
counteracted by the gate NDC. The contribution of the gate
NDC does not end here, however.
As can be seen in (2), the gate NDC also strongly influences

the qualitative behavior of the HEMT channel characteristic
impedance , which is a fundamental factor to provide power
gain under these circumstances. It can be observed, by in-
specting (2) and (4), that NDC is a necessary condition
to achieve power gain . Furthermore, in order to
ensure at least 6 dB of power gain from source to load, the
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following condition must be satisfied: ,
which can be rewritten as: , where
is the momentum relaxation time of electrons in the channel.
The upper bound on frequency for which 6 dB, ,
is also derived from (2) and (4). It is interesting to notice that
this upper frequency depends on only one parameter, , e.g.,

0.7 THz in GaN, when 0.13 ps. This constraint on
the frequency is necessary to ensure that the power gain exceeds
6 dB under the condition of real source and load impedances

; for a frequency , there always exists non-null
real source and load impedances for which 6 dB.
From this discussion, one can see that it is not possible to

obtain significant power gain above when real source/load
impedances are used. To explore the possibility of obtaining
stable power gain at frequencies above , the case of general-
ized complex source and load impedances are evaluated in the
second case studied in this work. In this situation, the transducer
power gain is given by [18]

(5)

where

(6)

and . As can be seen in
(5) and (6), is a function of four complex variables: , ,
, and , where and are the source and load reflection

coefficients with respect to , respectively. In (6),
is defined as . Because the parameter matrix [(6)]
is symmetric (since is small and thus the device exhibits
drain–source symmetry), and are interchangeable in (5),
and therefore is satisfied in any optimal device config-
uration that maximizes power gain.
In view of the fact that there is no simple expression to repre-

sent (5), and since the power gain and stability are expected to
be strongly dependent on the choice of source/load impedance
(as previously observed for the case of detectors with arbitrary
load impedances [16]), numerical optimization was performed
using the methods described in [19] to obtain the impedances
and device dimensions leading to maximum power gain. Mean-
while, to ensure conditional stability [18], [20], the optimization
was constrained to require that and [where

and are the input and output reflection coefficients as
shown in Fig. 1(b)].
The material system considered for this optimization was

GaN. The material and device parameters used [21], and the
results of the analysis in terms of gain, stability, and optimized
device properties, dimensions, and source–load impedances
are presented in Table I. Optimization for gain at 2 and 4 THz
was performed. It was assumed that because
gain increases with the absolute value of and is maximized
as approaches (see Fig. 4). The maximum transducer
power gain was found to be around 5.2 and 4.85 dB at 2 and
4 THz, respectively.
Transducer power gain of the optimized configuration using

the parameters in Table I, with and without NDC, is presented

TABLE I
DEVICE PARAMETERS AND OPTIMIZATION RESULTS FOR

ARBITRARY SOURCE–LOAD IMPEDANCES

Assuming .

as a function of frequency in Fig. 2(a) and (b). As illustrated
in these figures, there is no power gain without NDC
, but the calculated with and without NDC exhibits the

same underlying periodicity due to the plasma waves. Thus,
excitation of plasma waves is not a mechanism that can lead
to power gain by itself. Also plotted in Fig. 2(a) and (b) is
the power gain considering two real-valued impedance
values: and . It is confirmed that, under
these boundary conditions, gain is not possible at high frequen-
cies , as predicted in the first case studied above,
while it is possible to achieve 6 dB at frequencies below
with certain choices of . Hence, selection of appropriate

source–load impedances is critical for achieving power gain at
THz frequencies.
The input/output reflection coefficient of an RTD-gated

plasma wave HEMT optimized for 4-THz amplification is
plotted in Fig. 3(a). One can see that the input and output reflec-
tion coefficients are subunity over a broad interval
around the operating frequency, indicating stable amplifier
operation. In order to show more details regarding the influence
of the source and load impedances on power gain, Fig. 3(b)
shows a false-color polar plot of , with constant input and
output reflection coefficient contours superimposed (note that
symmetry causes ), as a function of source and
load impedance . The contour levels shown for
and are 0.85, 0.9, 0.95, and 1. The regions inside the

circles are stable. It can be observed that, for each
circle representing constant output reflection coefficient, there
is a specific source impedance that maximizes the power gain.
To summarize, the origin of this significant and stable power

gain at THz frequencies is the interplay between the gate NDC
and the fast electron-plasma waves in the channel, acting col-
lectively as a gain medium, as well as the appropriate selec-
tion of the device dimensions and source/load impedances. Fur-
ther increase in usable gain could be potentially achieved by
connecting several of these devices in a distributed amplifier
configuration (see, e.g., [22]). These devices might also be used
as THz emitters if designed to be unstable, consistent with the
proposal of Ryzhii et al. [12]
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Fig. 2. Transducer power gain as a function of frequency using the parameters
in Table I, with variations as noted in the legend. (a) Design for maximum gain
at 2 THz. (b) Design for maximum gain at 4 THz.

IV. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

To gain insight into the feasibility of practical implementa-
tion of devices based on the proposed THz amplification ap-
proach, numerical simulations of GaN-channel HEMTs with
AlGaN–GaN/AlGaN RTD structures integrated in the gate (to
provide NDC) were performed. Since the NDC ( ) has to be of
the same order as in order to achieve substantial ampli-
fication (see Fig. 4), the gate capacitance and the NDC of the
RTD gate should satisfy the following condition: ,
since according to (1) and
noting that, by definition, . To investigate the poten-
tial for satisfying these mutual requirements for gate NDC and
capacitance in practical devices, these two parameters ( and )
were estimated from conduction-band profiles and charge distri-
butions for candidate heterostructures, as computed using a self-
consistent 1-D Poisson solver [23] at various applied voltages
in RTD-gated HEMTs. One example device heterostructure, to-
gether with its energy band diagram, is depicted in Fig. 5(a).

Fig. 3. Plots of the RTD-gated plasma wave HEMT amplification response,
using design parameters to maximize gain at 4 THz. (a) Input (and output,
due to bilateral symmetry) reflection coefficient versus frequency. Between 4.2
and 4.5 THz (red dots), the reflection coefficient is located outside the unity
circle. (b) Color map of gain and circles of constant input and output reflec-
tion coefficient (white circles represent constant contours for

, 0.9, 0.5, and 1), versus real and imaginary part of at 4 THz.
In both plots, since the device has bilateral symmetry and , the output

and input reflection coefficients are the same. The region inside
the circle is stable. The optimized design (Table I) is depicted
with a black star.

The gate current as a function of gate voltage of the RTD-
gated HEMT structure was calculated using the transfer matrix
formalism, where transmission probability and thus tunneling
current was determined using the method described in [24]. The
differential conductance was found from the derivative of cur-
rent with respect to gate voltage. Several structures with dif-
ferent barrier/well widths and barrier height (Al composition)
were simulated. From these results, it was observed that 1 nm
barrier thicknesses with Al composition 25% are the most ap-
propriate to satisfy the requirement of . Plots of gate
current and gate conductance for the example structure shown
in Fig. 5(a) are given in Fig. 5(b) and (c). At the bias corre-
sponding to the negative peak in , was determined to be
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Fig. 4. Maximum stable power gain as a function of NDC at 4 THz. At each
value of , the device was optimized for maximum gain.

around 0.04 ps 0.13 ps . Even though the calculated
capacitance from the 1-D Poisson solver may be underestimated
under the resonant tunneling conditions [25], the requirement of

can be satisfied. These results show that THz ampli-
fication (and also highly sensitive THz detection) appears pos-
sible in these RTD-gated plasma wave HEMTs with physically
realizable heterostructure designs.
Generally speaking, realization of high-speed electronics is

greatly complicated by the parasitics associated with the ac-
tive device fabrication and layout. To this end, we attempt to
provide a crude estimate here on the impact of parasitics on
the proposed device concept for THz amplifiers. The current
start-of-the-art for contact resistance reproducibly achieved in
GaN HEMTs is 0.1 -mm using a regrown ohmic technique
[26], [27]. Using the device geometries listed in Table I and as-
suming amoderate sheet resistance of 400 and 50-nm
SiO spacer between the ohmic regions and the gate, a parasitic
source and drain access resistance of approximately 6.7 can
be expected for the device optimized for 2 THz operation and
11.2 for the device optimized for 4-THz operation. Since in
both cases these access resistances are well below the real part
of the source and load impedances ( for 2
THz and for 4 THz, respectively), these par-
asitic resistances of the RTD-gated plasma wave HEMT can be
considered to be part of the amplifier source resistance (i.e., they
can be embedded into the source and load impedances computed
with the model presented here).
It is worth noting that, in the above discussion, we have

treated the access region as a lumped resistor instead of a
transmission line, the ohmic contacts as perfect resistors, and
the gate metal [forming an ohmic contact to the top GaN
shown in Fig. 5(a)] to be lossless in the transmission line
model. However, any media with a finite conductivity has
its own characteristic high-frequency behavior, described by
kinetic resistance, capacitance, and inductance. These effects
need to be carefully modeled. For instance, Nishimura et al.
has found that, using a cascaded transmission-line model, the

Fig. 5. GaN HEMT integrated with an RTD in the gate stack. (a) Heterostruc-
ture and energy band diagram at zero bias. (b) Calculated gate current as a func-
tion of gate voltage. (c) Differential conductance as a function of gate voltage.

gate fringing field over the access region effectively increases
the device gate length, thus lowering the fundamental plasma
frequency of the channel [28]. Employing the lumped element
model, we observe that the parasitic resistance approaches
the optimized source resistance at higher frequencies; beyond
this point, the effects of parasitics with the assumed values
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above will prevent extrinsic power amplification even though
the intrinsic RTD-gated plasma wave HEMT offers gain. As
for reactive parasitics, the estimated parasitic capacitances are
found to be more than 3 smaller than the device’s intrinsic
gate capacitance, as computed using self-consistent 1-D so-
lutions to the Poisson–Schrodinger equations. Furthermore,
the reactive component of the parasitics can be compensated
for an optimized amplifier circuit through careful selection of
embedding impedances. It should be noted that recent demon-
strations of RTD-based emission near THz frequencies indicate
that tunneling-induced negative conductance can be preserved
well into the THz region [29]. As a result, experimental real-
ization of THz power amplification in RTD-gated plasma wave
HEMTs appears promising. Finally, we emphasize that though
the material considered here is GaN, the RTD-gated plasma
wave HEMT concept can in principle be extended to other
material systems.

V. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated the possibility of THz power ampli-
fication in HEMTs with gates exhibiting negative differential
conductance. The fundamental mechanism enabling the gain is
the interplay between the gate NDC and the plasma waves ex-
cited in the 2DEF. With suitable source and load impedances, a
stable power gain (i.e. 5.2 dB at 2 THz, 4.8 dB at 4 THz) can be
achieved in GaN-based RTD-gated plasma wave HEMTs.
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